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._Knights of Columbus Elect House Officers Xavier

Faculty Speakers
p repare PAVLA Group

Annual elections for officers of
Knight's Manor were held
Wednesday evening, March 21.
The following were elected: President, Pa u 1 Nelson, a Political
Science major from Woodstock,
Illinois;· Vice-President, Ro be rt
Koeschlin, a Pre-Med major from
Zanesville, .Ohio; as Treasurer,
John McKiernan, an Accounting
major .from Fort Wayne, Indiana;
Secretary, Jack Hogan, a History
major from Chicago, Illinois; Social Chairman, Thomas McKiernan, an Economics major from
Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Four Xavier !acuity members
have been giving a series of talks
to a group of young women in
training for special work in South
America. The twelve young hi.dies-two from Canada and· ten
from the United Stales-arc now
completing the last stage of their
training at Grailville in Loveland.
Upon completion of their training,
they will leave for Brazil, where
they will work for three years in
connection with PAVLA (Papal
Volunteers for Latin America).

Each officer made a brief statement after which the elections
were closed with a vote of thanks
to the outgoing officers. All positions are effective immediately.
Paul stated that Knights Manor
has a fine house going and that
their potential is virtually unlimited. He also m e n t i o n e d that
spring repairs and social activiNewly elee&ed offeers of Knight's Manor gather. in the house's parties are progressing according to lor. Standlns, left to right, are Tom MeKiernan, Social Chairman;
schedule and that plans for next Jack Hogan, Secretary: Joba MeKieman, Treasurer. Seated are Bob
year arc shaping up rapidly.
Koecblin, Vlee-Pratdent, and Paul Nelson, Presideat.
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· Xavier's Atbenaeum has an. nounced a new policy will be followed this year in regard to the
awarding of the Athenaeum prize
keys. Formerly, both keys were
awarded to non-staff members,
and staff . members were automatically considered ineligible for
the keys. This year, one key will
go to a non-staff member, and the
other will go to a staff member.
The winners of the keys will be
selected by a board drawn from
the faculty of the English Department.
The manuscripts eligible for the
keys will be all those published
in the Summer and Fall issues of
1961, the Winter issue of 1962, and
· those submitted !or the future
Spring and Summer issues as of
1962. To be considered, manuscripts for the next issue must be
. submitted by the copy deadline,
April 9, 1962 (incorrectly reported as March 31, in last week's
NEWS).

the highlight trips of the season,
X a v i e r. University's Clef Club
keeps up the frenzied pace it has
set for itself. Tomorrow morning
the Club will board buses for a
trip to Cleveland and a joint concert with the Notre Dame College
Glee Club there.
The Cleveland program will include the combined glee clubs
singing· "Kismet" and an arrangement of "Agnus Dei." The Xavier
group will also feature a Negro
Spiritual, a folk song, and the
Broadway hit "Hey L o o k Me
Over" from "Wildcat." The Club
will stay at the Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel in downtown Cleveland. Activities will include a dinner at Notre Dame College after
an afternoon rehearsal and a social-dance following the concert.

For the past month, the XU
Club has been performing at high
schools around the city. Following
the opening concert at Good Samaritan Hospital, the club has
performed at McAuley, Seton, Regina, and Mt. Notre Dame Uigh
The Athenaeum staff has re- Schools.
quested black and white drawings

and photographs for consideration
for publication as well as written
works of all kinds. A spokesman
expressed the hope that the stu•
dent body will cooperate fully in
making the next issue a fitting
tribute to the Atbenaeum'a fiftieth
anniversary by submitting its best
creative work for consideration.

·Bulletin

l\··.

l'L·,,·

Nominations for the coming
Student C o u n c i 1 elections will
open April Z at 9:00 a.m. All .interested candidates can procure
nomination blanks and other information at North Hall. Nominations must be submitted by 5 p.m.,

April I.

Ballroom.
The Clef Club's program this
year features school songs, religious hymns, folk songs, Negro
Spirituals, and Broadway musical
selections from "The Sound of
Music," "Fanny," and "Wildcat."
Especially popular this year have
been the pian<> solos by Carl
Tomoff '64, and the baritone solos
by Denny Long '64. The XU Club
is directed by Mr. Franklin Bens,
with Henri Golembiewski as ac.:.
companist.

Scholarship
Awarded To
Math Instructor

young ladies at Mercy Hospital in
Hamilton on April 5, then perform at Our Lady of Angels High
School on April 9, and the United
Cerebral Palsy Home on-April 16.
Fast and furious activity awaits
members on May 2 and 3, when
the Club journeys to Kentucky.
On May 2, there .will be a performance at St. Catherine Academy in St. Catherine, Kentucky,
and one . at N a z are th College,
Bardstown, Kentucky. Concerts in
Louisville will take up the following day with performances at
Holy Rosary Academy and Sacred
Heart Academy. The Club's final
concert-part of the Family Day
weekend festiviUes-will be held'

The expedition, requested b1'
Bishop Agnello Rossi of Barra d<>
Pirai, Br a z i l, is to set up a
PAVLA center in the laboring
district of Volta Redorda, a. steel
center about fifty miles west of
According to Mr. Bernard L. Rio de Janeiro. There the twelve
Martin, Xavier coordinator of this North Americans will team up
series of talks, the purpose or the with twelve Brazilian women t<>
lectures is to give the twelve mcm-1 work among the l~wer-class la•
bers of the expedition knowledge borers in Volta Redorda. Followand understanding of American ing completion of their training
culture, so that they can explain in the Cincinnati area the twelve
it to the Brazilians among whom volunteers will go to' New York
they will be working - many or and then leave for the Grail cen~
whom, he said, have received little ter in Sao Paulo, before going on
more than distorted information to their final destination.
concerning the United States.
This particular center is a proj ..
Dr. John J. Wheaten, who spoke cct of the Grail Society, which
plans to finance the center (asMarch 2-and March 9, discussed
the "Foundations of American Po- sisted by a $10,000 grant from
litical Thought"; Dr. John T. Archbishop Alter for this purGrupenhoff, who spoke on March pose). The Grail, an international
16 on the "Contemporary Political movement of Cat ho Ii c women
Spectrum," gave an ·analysis of founded i~ 1921, has been training
nationalism, fascism, · democracy~ the North American. workers for
welfare statism, socialism, and this project since last October.
communism: Dr. Thomas· J. Hailstones, who spoke last FridayMarch 23 - on the "Development
of American Capitalism," showed
how the basic functions of an cconomic system are performed under the enterprise system, comPershing Rifle Company G-t
paring it with communist, social- from Xavier University outclassed
ist, and totalitarian economics. He teams representing sixteen univers~ties from a five state area at
showed why some nations will
the annual Queen City Invitation•
have higher standards of living
al Drill Meet held on March 24th
than others and discussed what
we have accomplished with our at the Cincinnati Gardens. Cadet
system as compared with others- Carl L. Leinhart led the Xavier
namely, that we have developed "straight squad" to a first place
the highest standard of living in in the regulation competition, and
the world; he then closed his talk Cadet Frederick Geraci command..
with a discussion of the problems ed the "straight platoon" that fin ..
within the free enterprise sys- ished a solid second to Dayton
tern. The purpose of his talk, he University. Additional points for

Pershing Rifles
Capture Meet

Mr. William Horn, instructor 'in
mathematics at Xavier, has re- said afterwards, was to assist the
cently received a National Science
Foundation Scholarship A w a r d.
This entitles him to $1,500 for
schooling, plus tuition and traveling expenses.
Choral group of the Central
Although he has not yet ac- University of Venezuela known
0
in Spanish as the "Orfeon Universitario" will present a concert
h
·
h
B
k
t
D.
·
mat emahcs at t e er e ey iv1in the Xavier University Armory.
sion of the University of California, studying in the field of
The concert is open to the pubtopology, if he does .decide to ac- lic. No admission charge will be
cept the schol.arship. The National made.
'
Science Foundation requires that
The appearance of the mixed
he notify them of his !inal decichorus
of more than 50 students
sion by April 15.
is under the combined sponsorA graduate of St. Xavier High ship of the Xavier Institute of
School, Cincinnati, Mr. Horn holds Hispanic Studies,. the Xavier Fine
B.S. and M.A.· degrees in mathe- Arts Committee, and the Pan
matics from the University of Cin- American Society of Cincinnati.
cinnati. He joined the faculty at The "Orleon · Universitario" is
XU at the start <>f the first semes- touring the United States under
ter of the 1961-1962 school year.
aegis of the Creole Oil Company.

(Continued on Page 3)

Venezuelan Choral Group
To Visit Xavier

th!' ~:~~~!rsth;il~ 1:~;!:~a~n t~~~ ~:r:::s t~: ~:r ~::r:is ~h.~ :
0

workers in answering challcngc1
thrown up to them by communists and socialists in Brazil. Mr.
Martin, who will speak on April
13, wi!C complete the series with
a discussion. of the "Economic Re•
lations Between the United Slate1
and Brazil."

Adames, who continues as its
rector.

di~

Devoted basically to folklore
music, the "Orfeon" also include9
in its repertoire music of the great
masters such as Mozart ancl
Brahms.
Since the "Orfeon" was . recon•
stituted in 1954 until the present.
it has offered over 300 concerts
not only in Caracas but also in
many other Venezuelan towns and
!<>r the past tw<> years has WOil
the· prize given t<> the best choral
group of Venezuelan folklore mu~
sic. The "Orfeon" has als<> had in•
ternational ·engagements in Puerw
Rico and Panama.

The "Orfeon" director, Vinici•
Mr. Horn is a member of the
The ch<>ral group was f<>unded
American Mathematical Society in 1943 but in 1952 broke up in Adames, has won a reputation in
and of the Mathematical Associa- wake of political disturbances that his own right as a singer in Ven•
ezuela where he has regularly ap.
tion of America. At present he is affected the unive1'Sity. H<>wever, peared on the radio. He holds the
interested in the activity of the it was reconstituted under the degree Doctor .in International
leadership of a student. :Vinicio Studies.
Xavier Mathematics Club.
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Pare Two

llERE there is inuclr desire to learn,
there of 11ecessil11 will be muclr arguing,
W
much writing, many opinions; for opinion in
good men is 'but Jmowledge ill lire making.
John Milton

Voice For Students
The recently published class schedules for
the fall semester are causing murmurings
of discontent among the clay students.
These students argue that since they are
still working to fulfill requirements· for their
initial degree, they are being discriminated
against when important upper-division
courses are offered only at night or on Saturday. Many of these students have to work
~t night and- on Saturday.
It certainly appears that the needs and
(lesircs of a large segment of students have
not been taken into consideration. To completely reject stuclen t opinions concerning
the curriculum would be an affront t.o our
dignity, intelligence. and rights as students.
We believe that these student opinions,
though not the determining factor, should
be invited and conf:idered.
In a study subsidized by the Cnrnegfe Corporation, Dr. David Riesman of Harvard and
the University of Chicago deplores the fact

Fran!< Polk

that students "do not believe they have any
control over their own education . . . . I say
that many on the faculty might welcome
student initiative in revising the cur1icuJum.' Dr. Riesman asks, "If the Unive1·sity
of Chicago or even one's department itself
cannot be changed from below, how can
one expect to change General Motors, LOOK
magazine, or the big hospitals of San Francisco?"
The Harvard house plan was largely the
1·esult of a studen.t council committ.ee report. At Ohio WesJeyan students "helped influence curricular change" according to Dr.
Hiesman's study. He also points to the 1958
petition by the students of the University of
Wisconsin for more challenge and stimulation in their courses.
Our impression is that universities were
never intended to be run without students.
The student voice should be heard, even if
it amounts to no more than a squeak. If it
is not heard, the university and students are
both losers.

ll

_ _R_e_m_a_rk_s_O_n_M_a_r_x__ ~
Kar\ Marx - the critic- was
:right. Marx would walk clown
S<1ualor BouleYard nml Poverty
Parkwny nnd see that the ~treets
of capitalism had been paved
with men. Men were being used.
He could go into ~rny London pub
and hear a man grieving for the
!logging of his friend or the loss
o! his daughter. A chimera was
prowling the land. Something had
to be clone!
Marx acted. He was overwhelmed by the difference between the life that was and the
life that should have been. Here
was the life of injustice: capitalfam. Over there was the life of
justice: paradise.
Marx realized that the "changernaker" he needed would be far
greater than any he had ever
witnessed. Limiting himself to the
material world, he saw what that
change-maker would be: world
revolution.
But I digress. There once was
a small boy, stone in hand, who
stood on the shore of a great
ocean and wondered how he could
bit the other side. Suddenl:i•, he
knew. H{d throw with all his
:might.
Karl Marx, however, was a
man.
World revolution can never
cross that ocean of original sin
which separates t.he continent of
!alien man from the continent of
Adam.
Mnrx wanted 10 destroy the
bourgeois society so that there
would rise a society "in which
the free deye]opment oJ each is
the condition for the free development of all."
Marx wanted an annrchy where
the individual good and the common good would be identical so
that the indi\"idual personality
would be liberated. How this
could happen he never predicted.
lt wasn't that he was charv
of predictions; irt fact, he ove1:predictcd. Marx simply did not
)lnow.

thnt man is naturally good. Government, however, is not the cm1se
of evil, for politics follows cconomics. Capitalism is the cnuse.
(But not the capitalists. They arc
as powerless ns the poor workers
in defeating the chimera.) Rousseau's conservatism led him to
justify the status ciuo. Let us be
truthful. Let us be consistent.
Overthrow the present, and let
the goodness o! the past shine
through.

Shades or "state of nature!"
This is what we call "progressive"
-a return to Eden? But, for Marx,
this regress is not great because
nothing much happened before
italism. Diel you not know that
the capitalists wrote the Ten Commandments? Diel you not know
that these same people established
the Church to I.rick the people?
So Moses and Jesus were capitalists!
Not only has Marx rewritten
many pages of history, he has also
effected n substantial change in
man. Man is a "tool-producing
·animal" (what liberation!) whose
natural concern is the care or others.
Here Marx has employee] a typical trick of the philosophic trade.
He has defined his problem out
of existence. It was simply unnaturnl, once capitalism was annihilated, that there be conflict between the individual good and the
common good.
Contrary to the practice of the
Communists of Russia nnd of
China, Marxs theory put the in<liviclual good prior to the common
good:
"In place of the old bourgeois
society, with its classes nnd class
antagonisms, we shall have nn
associ<1tion, in which the free development of each is the condition
for the free development of all."
(Communist Manifesto, conclusion
to Chapter II.)

Jn the NEWS story last week
of the March 18 symposium on
Mater et Magistra, it was reported that" Fr. Louis A. Ryan,
O.P., stated: " . . . for the benefit
of all mankind, ownership of private property should be limited
voluntarily or by force." T h is
statement w as incomplete and
should have read: " . • • for the
benefit of all mankind, ownership of private property should be
limited voluntarily of by force of
law."

The Neeclecl Lubrication

Branclt to Head
Class Committee

Better Prosperous
Than Impoverished

Gary F. Tyler, President of the
class of '63, announced this week
the appointment of Gerry Brandt
as chairman of a special class
comm~ttce. :he purpose _of this
committee will be to look ·mto the
class's mark of distinction. Mr.
Tyler stated that the committee
under Mr. Brandi's management
would be set up on a limited time
basis, so that its recommendation can be reviewed by the class
officers and officially promulgated
to the members o! the class of
'63 before Easter recess.
Jim Avritt was also appointed
to serve on the committee. Mr.
Brandt will make new appointments to his committee in the near
future. He stated that if there are
any suggestions from members of
the Junior Class please contact
him at North Hall or call AV 19480.

·near Sir:
By j 0 i ri j n g hands with Dr.
Nemetz in an attempt to whitewash the Communist economic
system you have almost succeeded
in bridging the gap between Communism and Liberalism. You have
shown just how radical it is possible to become with a little (very
little) effort. If you believe in the
Russian economic system because
you think it is based on the common good, then let me help you
cross any one of the walls or barricades that the Reds have been
forced to build in order to contain their subjects so that they
may continue to serve the people's
common good.
"In contrast to earlier revoluIn your haste to agree with the tions, the Communist revolution,
old propaganda line that the Rus- conducted in the name of doing
sian economic system is based on away with classes, has resulted in
a notion of the common good, you the most complete authority of
neglected an important fact - it any single new class. Everything
does not work that way. Jn his else is sham and an illusion."
Page 30:
bo::ik, The New Class, Milovan
"This is not to say that the new
Djilas, a one time devoted Communist and former vice president party and the new class at·e idenof Yugoslavia, disproves this myth. tical. The party, however, is the
Here are a few r1uotes from said core of that class, and its base. It
is very difficult, perhaps imposbook.
sible, to define the limits of the
Page 35:
new class and lo identi!y its members.

BULLETIN
Bob Lamonte of the Dean of
Men's Office has announced that
the Lost and Found Department
located in North Hall will clear
out all articles not cluimed within one week.

. fllbllllled WtelllJ' 4•rlnl tlle Hltaol J'IH Hfftt

••rim• ne&tlH perfOdl llJ' Sa9f•

The free development of each
UnlYeHltJ', Bamlltoa Ooua,7, ••an1toa, Ol11ciD11aU, Olllo. '1.liO per J'e&r.
Jlatered •• - • • elae1 -tt.er Oet.eller &, 1Ha .at Ule Peal oaca ..
is the condition for the free deCltllciaaati, Olt.ie uder tile Act of llHCll I, 1171.
velopment of all. What individualism! The common good llows from
lldltorlal oplnfona np1111ed fa tlll1 paper a-re tl• •t191oae o• tai• edlteH aloae.
the individual goocl. Rousseau is l'IHIJ' do aot DeCHHl'UJ' . ., ..... tbe opl11lona Of tll• 0Sclal1 of Sa"91tr Uulnr1U7 DOJ
writhing in his grave, for Marx's of tll• atud111t" ll•dJ' or SHler tal1111 H a wllole, ••l•H 111edlceUir 1tettd.
theory is the ,converse of his.
Oplnlon1 of col11m11iat. are catlHIJ' tlletr eWD Hd DCld Ht repHHllt die ophlloa

No Communist has ever figured
the world revolution
would delete originar sin. (If you
have any suggest.ions, please wire
them dfrectly to Secretal'y Nikita
Khrushchev, the Kremlin, Moseow.)
Marx adv~catecl ~evolutio11 and
Every philosopher fancies him- a proletariat dictatorship only ai;
8el! &s the answer 1o the problems a means to an end: a paradise of
1tnd the inconsistencies o[ the past. individualism. Marx culled his
Marx was no exception. One ol ideas from the older philosophers.
'
the men he tried to correct was His "Communism" showed it.

Clut how

Correction

I submit tha•, H we lllnire a
Rousseau, Marx tried to make
new
definition of the c • • m • a
Rousseau <:onsistent by a1·1uing
&OOd,
Karl Marx will ao& previde
thus:
Rousseau was right iD saying &lie anawer.

•I tll1 eclUorlal ltoaid or of

••J' ae•ller &Jttrtof.

JIDlTOS-IR-OBJBI' •••••••••.•••• • .......................... LH Soltmalts •93
ll:SllCUTl'fll SDITOa ••••••••••••.•••••••••.•.•••••.••.••.. Tiied LiadHJ' '13
A&BOCl.ATS JIDITOas: ••••••• Don Ltouard '13, Wtwa; G•f'J' Deane '63, Zditodal1;
J'Olla Bruala1 '63, Pb.oto11rapllJ'
SPORTS llDITOlt .••••••• , •••••••• , ••••••••••••...••• , ..•. Kea Oalllla1er '12
ABBHT.AWT JlDITOas •••. Cllarlee Doreallott •as; Jla Ltwler '13; JM llel11an '13
COLUllNl8T •.•...•••••••••.•.••••....•••.••••••••.••••••••. rraall; l'•llE '82
llBl'OR'l'll88: Tom JlaHll '113; J1ae Galolu 'It; Jim Reimel. . . 'It; Daold OHll; 'Ill;
Gerf'J' Brandt 'fi:J; Toa Bclmlek 'i:J; l'at Fl,DD '83; rred Walter 'Iii
SJ'OBT WSITB8 .•••••••••• , ,, ••• , ••.•••.•••••• , ••••.. , • , ••. Daa Weller '16
FACULTY A.D'fJlloaa •• •.• ••••••••••;. wuii.. :aoelllap, .... Glllrlff ...... I.I.

"The 1·0Ie of the bureaucracy in
society, i.e., monopolistic administration and control of national
income and national goods, consigns it to a special privileged position. Social relations resemble ......
state capitalism. The more so, because the carrying out of industrialization is effected not wilh the
help of capitalists but with the
help of the state machine. In fact,
this privileged class performs that
function, using the state machine
as a cover and as an instrument.
"Ownership is nothing other than.
the right of profit and control. If
one defines class benefits by this
right, the Communist states have
seen, in the final analysis, the
origin of a new ruling and exploiting class."
P:ige 36:

''The new class may be said to
be made ttp of those who have
special privileges and economic
preference because o! the aclmin•
istrative monopoly they hold."
Page 42:
"The monopoly which the new
class etJtablishes in the name of
the wo1·king class ove1· the whole
ot society is, primarily, a monopoly over the working class itself.
This monopoly is first inlelteclual,.
over the so-called avant &"arde
pl'Oletarint, and t.h e n over the
whole proletariat. '!'his is the biggest deception t"he .class must accomplish, but it shows that the
power anu· interests Of the new
class lie primaril)' in industr,y,"
Page 44:
"The Communist political bureaucracy uses, enjoys, and disposes ot nationalized property.'" ·
Page 4G:
,
'Continued on Page 3)_
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Letters to the Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
..Discrepancies between the pay cial system in the United States
. of workers and party functionaries today, I want to defend him
arc exfrcme. , , ."
against what he did not say nor
By reading the entire book it imply in his address, implications
"'ill become even more obvious as which arc drawn out and exploitto how you were deceived.
ed in the NEWS article.
You also agree that "Dr. Nemetz
The caption of the article and
made it clear, however, that he
the first sentence are not only
was not praising Communism as
misleading; they are falsifications.
such, but the common good as a
Nowhere did Dr. Nemetz call for
ruling nol'm in the economic field."
redefinition of economic terms in
Since Communism is a politicalthe Russian manner. He objected
economie ideology in which the
to the programming of the "public
socialistic economic system and
good" in terms of a productive
totalilarian political sphere are ineconomy which looked solely to
trinsically integrated, this distincthe p r i v a t e right of the ention is hard to understand. Espetrepreneur. To quote Dr. Nemetz:
·cially since we now see that the
"The language we ordinarily use
economic field was misrepresentto express our day by day affairs
ed. However, the mystery unfolds
is economic. • • . The assertion
when you agree that: "In the futhat our basic language is ecoture the economy will have to be
nomic and that we think accord·subordinated to the political coming to the way we hear, suggests
munity ....." This succinctly detwo corollaries. The first is that
scribes the integrated relationship the way we discover, define, and
as it exists in Communist coun- solve social problems is conditries today. When compared to the tioned at least as much by our
pl'eccding quotation it is also an language as by the actual situexcellent example of that type of ation .••• I want to maintain that
double talk that has a familiar the present use of an economic
••quack" to it,
language with its basic notion of
'l'he condition of the common production is hopelessly anachron.man in such places as Russia, Re~ istic. My thesis is that the critical
China, and Cuba is deplorable to social problem in this decade is
say the least. Our success speaks the redefinition of the relations
1.or itself. It "we as a nation are between the public and the pri. embanassed by affluence in basic vate spheres of activity or sectors
goods" than adopting Communis- of concern."
. tic economic methods would cerNo place .in Dr. Nemetz' paper
tainly alleviate this condition. Instead of being embarrassed we is there a reference to Russia and
would be hungry. Our slogan Communism. In the question peshould be "better prosperous than riod which followed, the professor from Ohio State University
impo\•erished."
expressed praise of the CommunMichael J. Ryan, '64.
ist Manifesto for this, that its
Ed. Note: 1) We said that Ole viewpoint on the common good
Russian economic system is "based managed to go beyond the private
on a notion of the common good." rights of economics; that it recogWe did not approve of the con- nized a human dignity. Dr. Nemtent. of that notion, only the f.act etz did not approve of the human
that the Russian economy is sub- dignity of the Manifesto. By imordinated to political ends.
plication he complained that our
2) Our distinction between the
society has not been aware of any
.... Communist system as such and the human dignity, only the rights of
abstract notion of economic 'sub- the entrepreneur and manufacordination to the political commu- turer.
nity

is of utmost importance. In

a totalitarian system the ruling

Dr. Nemetz is quoted as saying,

class is not an instrument of the "There are no self-evident prinpeople. It is the essence of a de- ciples any more-at least, not tomocracy, on the other hand, that
gove1'11ment be an instrument of
the people. In each case, the economy will not be autonomous, but
in a democracy it will be controlled by the people, through the
government, while in a dictatorship it will be controlled by a
so11ereign political party.
3) As long as corporations, for.
example, are not responsible in
some constitutional way to the
good of the bocl11 politic, the
American people will have to submit to "totalitarian" influence,
benevole1it, thoug1' they ·may be.
4) We are confident that no
"new class" i.r possible in a successful democracy.
· 656 East McMillan
5) The real success of a dcmoc'Pacy depends on a true notion of

l'are Three

All Wrong
Cook C1·ies

standing" if we rcrrain from "conday." A truncated quotation, it
demning Mr. Buckley because he
puts Dr. Nemetz at odds with the
would have condemned St. Thom•
papal encyclical, Humani Generis,
as"-a condemnation which would
and therefore ea s ts suspicions
hardly be based upon evidence.
upon his orthodoxy. The full quote Dca1· Sir:
should read: "There is hardly any
Your editorial of March 2, "De- And as for your remark that "Too
collcge student who will admit fining Terms," seems to have done often writers identify Conse1·vathere arc self-evident principles- little more than increase the con- tives with anti-Commur.ism, lib·
at least, not today."
fusion that you said you wished erals with the welfare state. We
In the question period Dr. Nern- to dispel. And the article by Mr. hope that American Liberals are
Paul Nelson that appeared in a g a i n s t Communism ;incl that
etz cast scorn upon the cxpresAmerican Consen·ativcs are for
Conserva
live Corner .on the same
sion "Iree enterprise" pointing
.
the welfare of the state" - this
't ·
'll ·
date has merely
·
OU t IlOW I IS an I og1ca 1 c1triva. assisted you m
1 further muddy mg the waters that
seems ouly an attempt to add to
t 10
·
f
t
d'ff
t
n rom wo 1 crcn expres- were already by no means clear.
and then to exploit confusion. Resions: "Iree competition" and "pl'ivatc enterprise." These phrases. he
First, with regard to Mr. Nel- member, there is a vast difference
said, were modified and conjoined son: If he wishes to use th? sys- between "the welfare state" and
to form one meaningless term: 1 tem of terms whereby he 1s de- "the welfare of the state." Perhaps
fined as a classical, or Edmund you would do well to heed your
"Free enterprise."
Burkean Conservative, that is all closing statement: "If any kind of
Your reporter's reference to Dr.
right with me. By what system of political discussion is to take
Nemetz' comments on Jefferson
terms, Sen a to i· Goldwater, Mr. place, clarity in the use of basic
and "the state of nature that acBuckley, and I arc modern pro- terms is a necessity."
tually does not exist" is a comYours truly,
gressive Conservatives - in other
p l c t e misinterpretation. W h c n
David W. Cook, '65.
words, classical, of Jeffersonian,
Thomas Jefferson, the speaker
Liberals.
said, wrote the Declaration of InNext, with regard to your eddependence he was thinking of a
itorial: You begin by giving what
civil government which arose out
you call "a common conception
(Continued from Page 1)
of a "state of nature which never
held by the ordinary Catholic in
existed"; that when he wrote into
the street on the distinction be- the "Honor Company" award were
the document that "all men were
tween liberal and conservative po- accumulated by the exhibition
c re a t e d equal," JefJ:erson was
sitions." To this "common concep- platoon drilled by Cadet Linus
writing as if there had been a
tion" there must be added this Zins, which finished a respectable
"state of nature" and, therefore,
statement: The modern American fifth in the field of sixteen.
that Ji!fferson was writing in a
Conservative is perfectly willing
In addition to the drill competi•
Lockean and unrealistic frameto change - but not backwards. tion, the Pershing Rifle rifle team,
work.
He recognizes that we must move relying greatly upon its members
The main position of Dr. Ncm- onward and upward-but that we who are also a part of the regular
ctz can be summarized in his own must be careful not to destroy the Xavie1· Rifle team, fired a 1371/
words: "The concept of private results of thousands of years of 1500 for a second place to Bowling
rights, especially private property profit ab l c development at the Green University ( 1390/ 1500) in
rights, can no longer be the par- hand of reckless, il'responsible the rifle competition. Not included
adigm from which to build a gambling in the name of progress. in the overall point total, which
concept of the common good. On
But you are quite right in your would have made the meet a comthe contrary, the most urgent 'statement that "it is not obvious plete run-away for Xavier, were
needs today seem rather to be a that what a Conservative spokes- the 1st and 3rd place finishes of
want of meaningful solitude, gen- man such as William F. Buckley Cadets Larry Crisanti and Carl
uine education; a development of means by Libel'alism or Conserva- Leinhart in the individual compeesthetic sensitivity and especially tism is such a simple psychologi- tition from a field of over 200
the spiritual needs for friendship cal stance." Indeed, the distinc- outstanding cadets selected from
and love. . . . The implication tion is not at all "simple." In fact, the competing teams. Besides Xa•
here is (not socialism but) that one of the worst tendencies in any vier and Cincinnati, teams from
we must construct a public philos- argument is towards over-simpli- the following universities competophy in which the notion of the ficalion-of which an excellent ed in this the 1st Annual Queen
common good is prior to that of example is the thoughtless qualifi- City Invitational Meet: Ohio Slate,
private right . . . . What I am pro- cation of Conservatives as always Indiana, Dayton, Louisville, Cen•
posing is not that we take some- "cautious" or "opposed to change"
tral State, Bowling Green, Ohio
thing away from those whi right- or of Liberals as always "progresfully have it, but rather that we sivc" m· "seeking change."
U., Capitol, Marshali, Kent State,
provide the means for sharing in
"It will save a lot of misundcr- and Toledo.
what is already common."
- - - - - -·-·--

Pershing Rifles

Stanley c. Tillman, S.J., Chm.,
Department of Philosophy.

••••••••••••••••••••••••IE•

MILLER'S AIJA STAR
DAIRY

ALL STAI

FOODS

"'

The Shield of Quality

the good human life; otherwise,
and this we thi111;. is the case today, the control c:rcrted by the
people will have insufficient significance. Three cars per family is
not a meaningfll r goal for a po. litica l society.

·Fr. Tillman

Questions NEWS

Dear Sil·:
Reluctantly I wrlte this letter
for I would rather leave the work
of reporting and editorializing to
· the student body. Yet at times
there seems to be need for comment and correction both that the
truth may appenr and that our
visiting Jccturer may be fairly
represented. My criticism is directed to the article on the front
page of the March 23rd issue
which treats of Dr. Anthon)' Nemetz' address on March 15th.
While I personally am not wholly in agreement with Dr. Nemetz'

ana]1l ia of

the economic and
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Al R FORCE LOGISTICS COMMAND
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ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSlllG
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FOR. ALL GRADUATES AND CANDIDATES
FOR DECREES
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(MALE OR FEMALE)
Unlimited Opportunities for Professional Growth
Startin& Salaries-$4345.00 and $5355.00 per year
A Comprehe~sive EDP Trainint Program
Excellent Promotional Opportunities

On Campus Interviews Being Conducted
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CHtact Y•r PlacemHt Office for Additional Information and
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Dorlt just sit there!
You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication
much more if you'll get up right now and get
yourself an ice-cold bottle of

C~ca·Cola.

•

(Naturally, we'd be·happier, too!)

BE REALLY REFRESHED
loHled under authority of The Caca-Cola ~pany . ,

THE COCA-COLA IOTTLING

WORK~

COMPANY

. Pare Foar
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Basketball Season Analyzed
.

KEN'S KORNER
by Ken

Czillin~er,

NEWS Sports Editor

by Dan Weber

c·t c·
A
· h Q
t least there's one good basketball team m t e ucen i y. mcinnali's Bcarcats successfully defended their NCAA title with an
.
.
unbelievably
easy 71-59 thumping
of number-one (???) rate d Oh'10
state. For the second season in a row, Eel Jucker, after watching
:Buckeye mentor Fred Taylor accept the Coach of the Year Award,
proceeded to direct his team to the college championship.

How do you analyze a team
which should by all indications
h
' b t t
. th '
ave been
the es cam m
e
,
1
history of Xavier basketball, and
yet turns out with a Very dl·smal
record of 14 wins and 12 losses

Defense was the difference in the ball game. Whereas the Buckeyes had ripped apart the defense of their three previous tourney foes
'(Western Kentucky, Kentucky ancl Wake Forest) with a blazing fast
break, seldom were they able to get what even appeared to be a fast
break underway against UC. Substitute Gary Bradds and · guard
Dick Reasbeck were the only Buckeyes with respectable shootin~
percr>ntages. Once again John Havlicek was "un-All-Americaned"
hy UC. In last year's game "Hondo" hit l for 5 from the field, 2 for 2
nt the foul line and grabbed 4 rebounds. Last Saturday Havlicek
was 5 for 14 from the floor, 1 for 2 at the foul stripe and hauled clown
?!inc rebounds. Similar to last year you hardly noticed that he was
ir. the Ohio State lineup. Mel Nowell was 4 for 16 from the floor, compared to 3 for 9 at Kansas City. UC's usually low-scoring guards,
Thacker and Yates, accounted for 33 points. Nowell, Reasbeck and
Gearhart totaled 19 markers.

for the year. Several reasons have
been proffered as to the cause of
the Muskies' woes.

The deciding factor according to most observers (including Kentucky's coach, Adolph Rupp and his unhearalded assistant, Harry
Lancaster) was the sensational play of Paul Hogue. Never have I seen
Hogue play four more brilliant games than he did in the NCAA tourr.ey this season. Of course, the question o! Lucas' bad knee will always
be discussed. However, anybody who can pull clown 16 rebounds,
block 3 of Rogue's shots and play 40 minutes in a championship game
rnust be in fairly good shape.
I am not trying to show that Ohio State is not a great basketball
foam. The Buckeyes without a doubt are a tremendous club, they
have an outstanding coach and two amazing performers in Lucas and
HavPcek. (The NEWS didn't name Lucas its Player o! the Year simply
t0 conform to other selection.) What I am saying is that, although Ohio
State is great, Cincinnati is the better team and I believe Jucker is
a better coach than Fred Taylor. Many termed UC's overtime win 1ast
year as "lucky." Well this season the rnclio and TV broadcasts and
:numerous newspaper and magazine stories have described how eager
the Bucks were to avenge 1ast year's Joss. Saturday night, March 24,
1962, Ohio State got its chance. The Big Ten champs !ailed miserably
as Cincinnati crushed OSU in convincing fashion.

to earn a national rating, but it
·
wasn •tan overpowering
one w h'1ch
h
t
gave them no c ance o recover.
We have also heard that in-

One of these says that X was
over-rated from the start - that
they didn't really have the topnotch talent necessary to make
the grade in big-time basketball.
This is ridiculous. X had four
starters back from laEt ye;ir, .Of
these, 6-8 Jack Thobe and 6-2
Billy Kirvin were to finish their
careers as two of Xavier's top
seven all-time scorers. It would
be hard to find finer shooters
than these two on any team ii:t
the country. Back also were 6-5
Frank Pinchback, who led the
team in both scoring and rebounding for the first half of last year,
before he became ineligible, and
6-3 Leo McDermott, who had been
c.
a very pleasant surprise as a soph. •Thok .......... 26
Joining these four to form the •Kl"ln ......... 26
Pt1kln1t11 ...... 26
nucleus for a really strong team • Pl•chbck • • • • • • • 26
were two of Xavier's best-ever Gtlpr ......... 2l
sophomores, 6-7 Bob Pelkington McDtrMott ...... 26
........ u
and 6-7 Joe Geiger, off a fresh•1111er
9
man team which had beaten both ·St~•tlln1
••••••• U
the Kentucky and Cincinnati frosh.
....... 7

Pinal Xavier University Basketball Statistics
FCA ,,. FC% FTA n• FT".l> IEI AVG PF AST PTS AVC
""'"
344 152 .442 96
1S .7111
191 7.3
71 47
379 14.6

.········

,,.,.,

....-..

..... ....,

Hollust•I• ••••••

Another man in the picture was t•allH .........
,, ...
5-11 Tommy Malone from Louisville, who sat out last year, but X.U. TITALS •••••
was in the fight for a starting GPP. TITALS
guard spot. Another Muskie soph
with plenty of potential was 6-4
Tom Freppon, who can go in the
front or back court, but he seemed
to be lost in the shuffle this year
ancl never really got a chance to
display his falents. One thing is
sure, X had the material !or a
top-flight team.

,

.... ....,.... ....

.......................
...................

............ ·········
..............
····················
·········
........................
..................
.......................
................ ······
............... ·······

............... 611
.............. 525

TOTALS: XU
OPP.

H
12

23
18
11
20
4
8
1
1

z

t79
595

FTM
96
86
48

30
15
9
16
11

T.Pts.
490
332
192
10.8
89
89
H
61

8

54

9

43
15

l

AV«.
25.8
1'2.5
10.1
'2.2

u
7.4
u

5.5
5.4
Z.9
1.2
3.3

4
0
1

JO

z

1.5
1.0

336

1511

IU

391

IU3

15.t

z

•

17

2111
266
293
203

132
41
19

30
12
29
131

140 .4911 117
126 .473 12
12 .423 4611
92 .453 12
S4 .409
411
14 .341
12
7 .3611
6
7 .233
6'
.500
6
6 .207
4S .326 16

•
•

71
54

41
74
JS
7
6

s
4
3

'

26 17!l0 773 .432 SH 379
26 1765 QIO .311S 1566 4615
U••ll1i'9t SffHI SttlHIW

.:u fi7 104 351
11.7
69
306
93
212 1.2
69
71
2119
171 7.4
44
30
253
S1
2.2
19 143
SS
111 !.3 10
3
35
10 1.1
10
4
20
.)!I
3.0 ll
II
19
9
3
1.3
16
6
2S .3.l
2
15
6
28 1.6 36 41
99
17S
.734 1317 .50.6 49S 401 1925
.700 1122 43.1 399
1156

.1116
.659
.061
.902
.730
•.583
1.000
.625
.667
.37S
.563

Ill
304

ll.5
11.1
11.1
11.0
5.5
2.5

u
1.3
2.3
1.1
5.1
74.0
71-'
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PRIZES:
1st Priz:e-WEBCOR-STEREOFONIC CONSOLE PHONOGRAPH.
2nd Prize-PHILCO <FMJ TABLE RADIO.

WHO WINS:
1st Prize will be awarded to any group, club or individual accum1dating the highest number of points.
2nd Prize will be awarded to any group, club or indMdual ac•
cumulating the second highest number of points.

FROSH STATS (19 Games)
FTA
120
123
68
44

n

because we weren't lucky. This
statement is too ridiculous to comjuries were a key factor in hold- ment on.
l'. 1.
ing the Muskies back. It has been
If, then, these things didn't
said that Joe Geiger wasn't ready cause X to have the dismal year,
during the first half of the sea- what did? I think most people
son due to a foot injury. But have the answer.- But for those
Geiger didn't miss half of the sea- who aren't quite sure as to what
son, in fact, he started the Kansas actually was wrong, here is some
L
State game, the 7th of the season, help.
and led the team in scoring. Senior
Consider the offense. This Xaguard Jim Enright, a part-ti.me vier team was the best shooting
starter last year, injured his knee
1
in ROTC summer camp and wasn't team of all time with .432 from
able to play this year, but he the field and .734 and still the
would have had a real battle on offense stumbled around much ot
his hands to gain a starting berth. the time. Most of the trouble _cenInjuries weren't the key to the tered on the pivot spot. Jack
season.
Thobe, who played an excellent
offensive pivot his first two years
A final reason given for the
and who has been called the best
demise of the Muskies was that
we didn't get any breaks at all
(Continued on Page 5)

Nowhere (that I know of) in the past two years have the Bcarcats
taken a more bitter tongue-lashil"~ than on the campus of their crosstown rival-Xavier University. Whether it be in the locker rooms of
Schmidt Fieldhouse or in other places of discussion on X's campus.
enc can frequently hear the UC basketball team being torn apart.
Early this season I too didn't think the Bearcats were going to repeat
~'s NCAA kings. But then I began to see a repetition o! the 1960-61
cage season forming. From that point on I had nothing but respect for
the Bearcats and their coach, Eel Jucker. Even though I thought and
This team had great height,
in f;id still think that Xavier, on a man per man basis was as strong shooting ability, rebounding, and
as UC. l realize that Cincinnati possesses so many TEAM qualities experience. For an indication of
that XU sore]y lacks.
this, compare X with Kentucky,
And so while Xavier receives no post-season tournament bids, fin- player-for-player, and you can see
i~hcs 14-12 with what I feel was their finest collection of basketball just what X had going for it.
players in history, invents excuses to cover up shocking defeats and· Another analysis of the season
proudly commends the 1961-62 squad as the "greatest bunch of kids" has X greatly overscheduled in
ever to play the cage game at Xavier, UC wins a playoff to qualify
for the NCAA tourney, wins the NCAA crown for the second year in the early part ol the season and
:-uccession. finishes with a 29-2 record and likewise proudly praises says that they just couldn't re1he HJ61-62 squad as one of the "finest bunch of kids" ever to repre- cover from it. Of their first 8
eent the University on the basketball court.
starts, X lost 5. These were to
The approach toward athletics at the two local universities is im- St. Bonaventure, by a margin of
possible to describe. Xavier is so "satisfied with mediocrity." Cincin- 22 points, to Detroit by 15, to
nati isn't "completely satisfied" with success (with Thacker, Yates, Illinois by 12, to Kansas State by
Bonham ancl Wilson returning in 1962-63, the Bearcats aren't about 8, and Tennessee by 5. Of these,
to call il quits at two NCAA championships in succession).
only Kansas State could be conThis column is going to make plenty of people mad, very mad. sidered a real good team, and they
I hope it does just that because it's high time !or a change in XU's were beaten by Kentucky by 13
;ipproach to athletics. It's quite irritating to annually take a back- the next night and were not able
to win t h e i r own conference
wat to UC in every sport but football and rifle-shooting and to end championship. It wasn't the schecl~porting seasons with records that could have been improved upon. ule that beat X. The schedule afPope Pius XI has said that "No one can be at the same time a sincere forded the Muskies a good chance
Catholic and a true Socialist," but I have never heard any pope state
that "No one can be at the same time a sincere Catholic and a true
nthlctc." Let's wake up as a university and really make our Alma
Mater proud and strong. There's no commandment forbidding it-the
Dnyton Flyers can attest to that fact. Right now we're expert critics
m:d juclges but mighty poor producers.

Player
FG
Thomas ..................... 197
Both en ...................... 123
Foster ...................... '22
Stasio
39
Linneman
37
Mehall ...................... 40
\\'arf .......................• H
Watson
25
McNeil
23
Loeffler
17
Metz
7
Schneeman
3
Muth
3
Taylor
1
Gruber
0

during the whole year, even i~ ·
the games we won .. What 1't bo1'ls· ·
do•"n to i's th1's·, we lost 12 games'

6
3

1.2

RULES:

IN THE COLLEGE

DAID IOUID·UP
, Get • tH IUNDWAGON
••• It's lets ef f•I

I. Contest open to all students.
2. Each empty package submitted on Marlboro, Parliament or
Alpine will have a nlue of S points. Each empty package sub·
111itted on Philip Morris Re1ular or Commander will hive •
walue of 10 points.
3. Closin1 date, Frid1r. Mar 4, 1962. Deposit entries in lrock·
min Hall Student Loun1e.
4. Entries will 11ot be accepted after closing ti111e. Empty pack•111 must be submitted i11 bv11dles 1f SO. Separate your S alld
10 point p1ch1es.
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Freshman Squad Season Capsule()
Hot shooting, hustle and desire
were the key factors that enabled
the Xavier freshman basketball throughout the season by injuries.
When in the lineup, McNeil was
squad to post an admirable rec- the "quarterback" of the ball club.
ord of ten wins, eight defeats and
one tie.
John Mehall, Steve Watson, and
The 1961-62 frosh team lacked John Stasio were disappointments.
height and talent. Of the seven Mehall and Watson were declared
scholarship players, only three- ineligible at the end of the .first
Steve Thomas, Jim Bothen and semester. Watson's performance
Fred Foster - lived up to their certainly didn't reflect the type of
high school press clippings. Joe basketball to be expected from a
:McNeil, a 5-10 guard from Er- high school All-American honIanger, Kentucky, was hampered orable mention selection.
Stasio, a 6-5 forward-center
broke all the high school scorin~
records for the city of Buffalo,
N. Y., totaling more than 2,000
points in his career. However,
(Continued from Page 4)
Stasio reached double figures just
hook shot in the country by Coach three times in the fifteen frosh
Jim McCafferty, was moved from games that he appeared in.
his pivot spot to a forward.
During the course of the 1961-62
Consequently, Jack's s coring cage campaign, the Little Muskies
suffered and he didn't score as dumped Morehead (twice) and
he had his first two years. This Dayton (twice). They scored an
move was made so that Bob Pelk- impressive win over the UC Bearington, who had looked so great kittens.
in the low post as a freshman,
Miami and Lo u i s v i 11 e each
could be in the pivot. This was downed the XU yearlings twice.
how it should have worked but Both the Redskin and the Cardinal
something went wrong. M a n y frosh squads were among the best
times X used a shuffle offense in the history of their respective
which had all the big men out- schools.
side, effectively neutralizing their
Jamaco Saints and Bud's Cafe,
value off the boards and forcing two top-flight AAU fives, also
them to take the long, lower-per- dealt the Little Mt1sk1"es defeats.
centage shots. One game in parXU lost
ticular stands out, the first Dayo~e game b:__ a single

Basketball Season

point, two others by three points,
one by four markers and another
by eight points.
As a team, Xavier shot an excellent .452 from the field for the
season and dropped in over 70 %
of their charity tosses. On four
different evenings, XU topped the
50 % mark in field goal accuracy.
The frosh swished through 53.4%
of their two-point efforts in routing Villa Madonna, 88-69 on January 9.
The following is an individual
rundo\vn on the 1961-62 frosh
team:
Steve Thomas: set two frosh
scoring records against UC when
he poured in 40 markers to establish a one-game high and also
surpassed Joe Geiger's record of
414 points in one season •.• led
the Little Muskies in scoring in
17 of their 19 games . . . never
held under 16 points in any game
. . . scored 21 or more points 17
times . . . topped the 30-point
mark in three games . . . averaged 25.8 points per game for the
season ... hit at a 29 points per
game clip in his final eight contests.
Jim Bothen: led team in field
goal percentage . • • in double
f"1gures m
· 15. games . . . amassed
20 or more points ten times . .

season's high 32 against National
Cash Register (12 of 16 FGA) ...
scoring feats frequently unnoticed
due to Thomas record-smashing
efforts.
Fred Foster: averaged over ten
markers per contest .•. hustling,
aggressive ball player •.. strong
rebounder despite being only 6-2
. . . offensive totals would have
been even more impressive had
he not fouled out in nine games.
Joe l\lcNell: frosh had 7-3 record in games he participated in
... suffered major eye, nose, and
back injuries during season . . .
fine passes and tough defensive
man.
Jobn Stasio·: never really performed well as expected . . . second leading rebounder b eh i n d
Bothen
tallied 21 points
against Aeronca early in December.
Jerry Linneman, SI.eve Watson
and John Mehall all were ruled
scholastically ineligible. Li n n e man did yeoman work for Coach
Ruberg's five. At a height disadvantage in practically every game,
Linneman still averaged over 7
points per game and hit for double
figures in five of the twelve
games he played in.
Watson won the first Morehead
encounter by sinking a pair ol
free throws in the last ten seconds.
Mehall's best game was against
Louisville at Freedom Hall where
he collected 18 points.
Substitutes Jaek Loeffler, Dick
Metz and Bill Warf also had their

Page Five

moments of glory. Loeffler and
Metz cnme of( the bench to spark
XU to an 84-80 victory over D:iyton nt Cincinnati Gardens. Wnrf's
finest offensive night was :igainst
Armco when he accounted for 13
points.
Tmnsfcr Tom Schneeman, Jim
Gruber, ancl Jim Taylor joined the
frosh squad for the second semeste1· part of the schedule. All three
players broke into the scoring
column.

Change of Pace
During Xavier's coming base•
ball campaign it will be my privilege to keep you posted of the
team's activities as we fight our
way toward a possible post-season
tournament berth.
The backbone of this year's
squad will be provided by Seniors
Neil Gedesbcrg, Phil Noznesky,
ancl Jim Klein who have been
big guns in the Muskie attack the
past two seasons. Also returning
this spring are Juniors Tom Albers, Jim Enright, Bob Fatzinger,
and Jack Hogan who proved last
(Continued on Page 6)
,-------------__..,

DANCING

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL
4815 TOWER AVE.
ST. BERNARD
AV 1-94J5
MUSIC BY GEORGE KASPER

ton game when X's hot shooting
was off and they were clobbered
64-48 after leading by 5 at the
hall.
Another thing that plagued the
Muskies was their "defeatist attitude" on the road, ·as they were
only able to defeat Marquette
away. Notable games were the
Tennessee game on a neutral floor,
the Miami game, and the televised
85-60 b9mbing at Louisville. In
this game, the Muskies didn't have
a chance. They were beaten before they· hit" the flocir.
·
This year the Muskies showed
great inconsistency-they couldn't
sustain any sort of winning drive
They followed the Providence victory with two defeats in the NKIT,
they followed the Villanova win
with the terrible Louisville game,
and they followed their great effort against UC with a defeat at
the hands of woefully weak Miami. These things are hard to
explain.
ln an area where the basketball
stock is zooming all around us,
ours is headed down, down, down
One wonders if we can't do well
with the team we had this year,
how can we ever expect to do
any better. It'll be a long, long
time before we'll have a collection of talent to match this year's
And what does the future hold
for Xavier? Well with the prevailing attitude in the basketball
department, look for weaker
schedules and fewer road games
A defeatist attitude has pretty
well taken over. A typical Xavier
remark to the road games is, "Oh,
you know how tough a is to win
on the road." While over at UC,
one of their players was quoted
on road games, "The tougher the
game, the better we like it; the
Jouder the home crowd yells for
their team, the sweeter the v"ictory."

ATTENTION

--------

• • •

ALL STUDENTS
_Help fill the stadium this Fall and. receive free companion
tickets.
-The Athletic Departme11t will issue a free companion ticket
to each student who sells a season football ticket to a
new customer. Sell four boolis and receive four companion tickets.
Let's· back Coach Biles and the 1962 football team.

Contract forms and complete details can be obtained at
the athletic ticket office in the Fieldhouse.

Although this ycnr's team was
14-12, two games above the "perfect season" of .500, we doubt if
the NCAA will investigate us for
an over-zealous basketball proiram, but we certainly hope the
alumni will scream. lf Xavier is
ever to be a leader in major college basketball, there will have to
be some drastic changes made in
Its attitude towa1·d basketball. If
• new approach to the game is
developed,
many
of be
theeliminated
other dif·. ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,.
ficulties
would
also

This offer good throughout April and May only.

See you and your date at all of the home games this Fall.

Pac~
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Sis

annual Family Day feature will
. tic furliished by Miami's Redskins,
(Continued fwm Page 5)
always a strong contender for
, Mid-American Conference honors.
Sl'i't~on that they cnll get the job
r l
t .
k
f t ..
done in fine stYh·.
. I t 1c pas six we~ s. o . iam•
mg have been any md1cahon of
Much is expected of a fine crop our potential (and I think they
(I(
··rookies," both Sophomores: have been) you can be sure the
and Freshmen (thi~; sc•arnn Fresh-! '62 Muskies will be a formidable
men an' eligible for till~ first time). bt1~eba ll squad,
who will be expected to take over
pnsitions occupied lust season by
such oulslandinf! pla.,·ers as Terr~·
Brannen, J err .v Lukowitz, and
Dick Strenk.

Change of Pace--

I

I

Increased Enrollment To Be
Met By Expansion Plans
Jesuit colleges and universities
in the United States (28 including
Xavie1· University) will increase
their total enrollment by about
25 pei- cent from 116,914 today lo
over 146,000 by 1965.

The Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., Xavier p1·esident, said
this estimate was made at the
annual Jesuit Presidents' Conference held in Cleveland, Ohio, last
The squad has beC'n practicing
week. Fathe1· O'Connor serves as
In an Ohio-Kentucky l ca g u e a membe1· of the four-man Exsince February 6th in Schmidt
l\lc'rnorial Fieldhou"~ under Head mulch held on March 16 nt Day- ecutive Committee of the 01·ganiC"ach Don Ruben: amt Assistant ton the Xavier riflemen defeated za tio11,
C"ach Dick Strcnl;. Coach Ruberg, the Flyers 1377 to 1370. The MusA special sm·vey released al the
nnw in his sixth ~:cason as Muskie ldcs a\'craged 275.4 points per man
meeting showed that the Jest1it
diamond mentor, has expressed ·while Dayton averaged 274 points schools are planning an expansion
confidence that "·i1.h the continued per man. Jim Butler was high of plant facilities costing $113.5
lw rd work and C'nthu~:iasm shown man for the match with a score of million by 1965 to meet the enthu~ far, there'F no limit as to 281 points. Xavier now holds third
rollment increase. The money, it
place in the 0-K league. Dayton was reported, would come from
how far we can gn.
holds second place and Ohio Slate gifts and government loans. At
Early opportuni1y will be proholds first place.
present, 19 of the Jesuit schools
vided for us to di.~play the type of
The past Saturday ·the Muskies arc conducting fund raising p1·0h<ill club we'll hnve when we
travel to Bloominr:ton, Indiana. were beaten at home by Eastern grams, according to the report.
April 6-7 to meet the University Kentucky 1399 to 1382. Team avThe rise in the enrollment will
of Indiana in a wcc·kend series erages per man were 279.8 and also necessitate the hiring of 700
opening with a !<ingle game Fri- 276.4 respectively. Butler was more faculty members by the
da.~· and concluding with a Snlur- again high man for the match with schools within five years, the sur285 points.
day doubleheader.
vey estimated.
In a postal tournament held in
Besides Indiana. other new opIn comm~mting on the survey,
conjunction with the Queen City
poncn ts on this sprinr,'s schedule
the outgoing Jesuit Presidents'
Invitational Drill Meet the Muskie
include Rio Grande of Ohio and
Conference chairman, Very Rev.
i·iflemen earned second place honMorehead State. Also, traditional
Paul C. Reinert, S.J., president of
ors over a field of eight teams.
h•)fllC and home series will
be
St. Louis University, said that the
Bowling Green earned ffrst place
pla.vecl against rivals Cincinnati.
Jesuit college expansion is a conhonors.
tinuation of the basic educational
Dayton, Miami, Ohio University,
Next week-end the pistol club
and Yilla Madomm. The schedule wil host the National Rifle Asso- IM!eds of the expanding youth popis completed with n doubleheader ciation R cg i 0 n a 1 Tournament. ulation. And he said, "Our liberal
cit Hanover Collc~e (Jndiana) and They will also travel to Ohio State college education will revolve
around the fundamentals of prea vbil lo the Victory Parkway for a match on Friday evening.

Rifle Team

Downs Flyers

paring Amel'ican youth to meet
the challenges of our complex society.
"Our expansion program is not
a move to expand for expansion
sake and docs not involve frills
and unneccssa1·y buildings. Of the
approximately 70 new buildings
project," said Fathe1· Reinert., "25
will be dormitories, 13 student
union buildings, and seven will be
new science centers on Jesuit college campuses. This proves that
our basic ex1>ansion program will
be geared to the student needs.
It reflects the colleges' desires to
bring students living off campus to
the campus. It means greater facilities fo1· out-of-town students
wishing to attend our institutions.
One survey shows that the basic
liberal arts prog1·am, which has
been standard in Jesuit schools, is
becoming even more significant
in the training of the citizen of
tomorrow."

Watch For
Pre-Easter
Sale At
Bookstore

Summer Job
Listing Offered
A dit·ectory which lists summer
jobs for college students through•
out the United States is now avail•
able.
The Summer Employment Directory gives the names and addresses of 1,367 organizations
which want to employ college
students. It also gives the posi•
tions open, salary, and suggestions on how to make application
-a sample letter or application
and a personal data sheet.
There are all types of summer
camp jobs listed in every state;
there arc jobs at resorts in the
New England States, the Northeastern States, the G1·eat Lakes
area, and the Western States.
CoUegc students are needed in:
:ao national parks and national
monuments, 34 ranches in the
West and New York State, summer
theatres in 15 states, business and
industry at scattered locations,
and various departments of the
government. In addition to these
popular summer employers, many
other organizations list their needs
for summer help.
Students wishing summer work
make application to the employers
listed · in the directory. Employers
are included at their own request,
and they invite applications from
college students.
The Summer Employment Directory is available in the student
employment office, Also a con•
siderable number of public libraries now have a copy of this di·
rectory.

cti"moncl by the Tldlarmine Colk•.,:e Knights. Opposition for the
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Salem refresh~s y9ur. taste
:..' ~

Case in poinl - Ike

.'

~'~-~'evflry p~

£ilr1 lt111lll. Extr1·long ink suppl1. Liii
11111·l1&t1t11. You never refill. L•• !fine
or mediuml 111i1t. You see what rou
write. R1tr1et1lll1. Easy top-button IC•
lion. Si1 celera. Color of the pen is
color of the ink. hrfecl llalanc1. No writ·
in11 f1ti.ue. s...111.wrltln1. No smuqin1,
no sllippin1... false starts. ne u..,
UJIACJ.,IN. It mmu;es up.

.1

..._

to make 1 lon11 story short: . . •
.,nwf1Ch1no •1
· " 1•
LIMJP11Ce.11<. Clllwet CllJ, Cellf.11.1.t.

~ apef...-ztf ~~/.··A· ·s~lem.~ci.~rett~-brings you the
t.aste of Springtime ... so soft and refreshing. Puff after puff... pack after pack.:.
Salem smokes fresh and flavorful every time. Smoke refreshed ••• smoke Sale~!

~-- ~~nthol trash .• rich .tobacco ~~~--~..!"oclem filter, too
CtNt•• lira• .I. hpeW1 teliticce C.mpa111r
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Medical Care F 01~ Aged
Discussion Held
Ed. note-With the curre11t at-

icntion being given to President
Half of the aged persons in the
Kennedy's Medical Care for the United States have income of less
Aged Plan, tve feel that this may than $1,000 a year, though this low
be of interest.
income position is s<>mewhat offset
American Hospital Association's
plan and the Blue Cross Association plan for hospital care of the
11ged was described recently at a
conference of hospital administrators at Xavier University.
Earl H. Kammer, executive
vice-president of the Southwest
Blue C1·oss Association, gave details of the plan which would be
nssisted by federal aid to give
coverage to all aged persons 65
or over in' the nation.
Blue Cross organizations
throughout the nation are the natural agency !or administration of
hospital care for the aged, Kammer said, because of their long
experience in dealing with hospitals and the government.
The Blue Cross plan proposes
that the federal assistance be
based on income. Under the pi·oposed plan, each individual would
pay approximately $11.25 a month
for coverage ranging from inpatient hospital care to nursing
borne care.
The Blue Cross plan does not
specify how the government would
finance its share of the program.
Mr. Kammer emphasized that no
"means" test would be involved.
Dr. Madison B. Brown, associated director of professional services of the American Hospital
Association, Chicago, Ill., outlined
a survey of health needs of the
nged made recently by his organization.
This study showed, he said, that
the aged are unique among health
care needy because proportionately more of them have low income
nigh medical expenses, and JO\~
protection, because they are more
subject to loss of effective income
through inflation, because they
are more susceptible to illness
and· disability, because they lack
family support and needed home
care, and because they are most
affected by complex medical advanced and attendant costs.
Some of the specifics of the survey were:
Medical care per person per
year is $177 for persons over 65 ;is
contrasted lo $86 per person under
65.

by theii· higher than average asset
status.
Dr. Clemer.t St. John, director of
the University of Medical Center
was keynote speaker on the topic'.
"The Outlook for Hospitals in
1962."
"The most vitnl problems fac.
mg the nation's hospitals today is
the rising cost of hospital care,"
he said. "The necessity to deal
with the spiraling costs of care,
coupled with the primary mission
to provide better and more comprehensive service to patients is
the paradox that threatens the
\"Olunfary hospit.u l svstem.
He described the effort to cffeet coordinated hospital pl::inning.
"The duplication and m::ildistribution of hospital facilities brought
about through lad;: of cooperation
~nd coordination have Jong blemshed the history oI hospital development."
Present efforts fake scverul
forms, he said, most successful of
'.which has been fncilities research
1n urban areas.
The conference was sponsored
by the Hospitnl Administration
prngram of Xavier in cooperation
with the American Hospital Association and the Southwestern Ohio
Blue Cross Associution.

Seven

Masq11e Society Plans
New Musical Prod11ctio11

Xavier Profs
Present Paper

The Xavier University Masque
Society will present an original
musical, "Forty Winks," based on
the Washington Irving story of
Rip Vr.n Winkle, May 4, 5, 6 and
11, 12 and 13, in the South Hall
Theater on campus.
Collaborating on the musical
are composer Henry Humphreys
and Masque director Otto Kvapil.
In addition to writing the music,
Humphreys is assisting in writing the lyrics. Kvapil has respon-~ibility fo•·• the book a n d wi·11 p roduce and d1"rect the pl~y
" •

Two Xavier lJ1•iversity p~~·chul·
ogists, Dr. V~ tai1t:.is J. Bicliau~kas
and Dr. Wnltl'l" J'. Clarke. will present a paper al t.he meeting o( the
Southeastern p,ychologicul A~:--o
ciation Sat11ni11y at the Shcr<it<.in
Hotel in Lc.uis\'ille, Ky.

In their version, nip is a good
natured Dutch bowling champion
whose generosity and impro\·idence lead him ostray. 1~e i~ v ictimized by unscrupulous townsmen and finds himself the object
of vehement scorn by his motherin-law. After a particular acri.
1
"th I
I
momous quarre w1
1cr, w
leaves the city and meets by
chance several dwarfs (lost on
their way to Schenect::idy) whose
main interests are bowling ::incl
brewing. This sets the scene for
the famous na.p which opens tip .::i
dre::im world of fantasy.

The

title

of

their

pnp"'r

-

is

"Problems of Shading in the HTP
Drawings."
The HTP t.llouse, Tree. Pcr~~·n)
dr::iwing is n device employed by
·
pi::.vc I101og1sts
to obtain dnta on a
l ·1 l"
•t
c 11 c s Dpersonal!
· · y and intelligence.
r. B11:l1auskas has accurnulatcd a colh'ction of more than
11,000 of such drawings <illll hns
1 contributed
numerous nrt.icll·~ to
prnfessional j()Ul"llals on their annlysis.

Music critic of the Cinc-innati
Enquirer, Humphreys w::is formerly associated with the Catholic
Telegraph. His compositions range
'-'
widely in form. He h<is written
music n l and
comedies,
the pieces.
opera
Dr. Gerald E. Harriman, chair- "Mnverling"
S·"m.phonic
Dr. Clarke is widelly knnwn as
Inun o r th e x av1er
. u n1vers1
.
't y f"1J
A .,
d t
f C
tl !" U .
t I1e author of t.hc study. •·or Chil111
10
0
nance department, will be visiting
gra u::i e
u
ic
'·er- 'dren and Tl'lcvision." one of the
professor of finance this summer sity's famed clramn school, K\·npil fir~l ~cienlific studies of the l'f-·
at the Uni\·ersity of South Dakota .. took over the reins of the Xavier feds of tclcvi:-;ion viewing on i.:hilIn addition to teaching un under- Masque Society in l!l57.
drcn.
graduate course and con<lucting a
graduate seminar, he will also
lead a weekly symposium for fac0
ulty and students on the topic,
"The United States and• World
Economy."
3632 l\ION'l'GOMERY ROAD
A nntive of Dell Rapids, s. D.,
Dr. Harrimnn received his mnslc1.. s
degree from the University of
BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME
South Dnkota. He holds a clocEnjoy a Late Breakfast with us on Saturllay and Sunday morning
torale from the University oI Cin(One Block South or Dnna Avenue)
cinnati. A member of the Xavier
JEfferson 1-9366
faculty since l!l4!J, he resides at
OPEN EVERY DAY FRO.l'l 11 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
251:3 Altur::i Drive with his wife
and Lour children.

Dr. Harriman
Visitin!! Professor

I
I

I 0°/ Discount On All Meals With This Ad

CHICO'S·

ltaH1111 a1ul A111erican Footl

ABE BAUMRING
PHARMACY
3618 1'Jontco...ery Rd.
Bclwccn Chico's and the !>hirt Laundry

THE

SHIRT

·~.

LAUNDRY
3616 Mont!l'omery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana

_

Few Bloclcs North of t1tc Dorm

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF Df\Y BUNDLES

•

New Englantl
Hat
Manufacturing

Company

*

111 Eut Six&la Street

Claeinnatl, Ohle

i

-

..

4-HOUR SERVICE •

•Tareyton'i. Dual Filter in duas paries chviS.. estl~
says Unu111 (Bear Foot) Sulla, popular Coliseum bear fighter.
"We animal wrestlers fight tooth and Claudius to get to
that first post-fight Tareyton," says Bear Foot. "De hoc
smoke, Tareyton's one filter ci~arette that reall_y delivers de
J.Ustibus~" -

DUAL FILTER

· Tareyton

,,.-, If 3"~~~..,...,,--~iu•r ~ft.,.;

... ,.... ,

..
)

Pace Elrbt

Colonel Glenn's
Historic Address
Excerpted He1re
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Ernie Dubrul Wins Sprite; Doctor John Trafuri Awarded Grant
• w·
For Summer :Work At Harvard U.
Of
Oh
F
One
our
io inners
Dr. John F. Tafuri, associate ulty since 1951, Dr. Tafuri received
professor of biology at Xavier his doctrate from Fordham Uni•
University, has won a National versity.
Science Foundation grant to attend a special six-week summer
institute at Harvard University on
the teaching of comparative anat-

Eel. Note: The following is an
excerpt from the concluding section of Colonel John Glenn's address given before a Joint Session
Congress.

of

I feel we are on lhc brink of an
era of expansion of knowledge
about ourselves and our surround·
ings that is beyond description or
comprehension at this time. Our
efforts today arc but small building blocks in a huge pyramid.

, The institute will be held from
July 2 to August 10 and will stress
latest research as well as newest
developments in teaching methods.

But questions arc sometimes
raised regarding the im mediate
payoffs from our efforts. What
bcne:fils arc we gaining from the
money spent? The ee~1l benefits
we probably cannot even detail.
They are probably not even known
to man today.
But exploration and the pur~uit
of knowledge have nl way:; pa id
di\·idends in the long run-usuully
:far greater than anything expected
st the outset.
The story has been told of Dis·. racli, Prime Minister of England
at the time, visiting the laboratory
of Farnclny, one of the early experimenters with basic electricnl
principles. After viewing various
demonstrations o[ electric:i l phe11omcnn, Disraeli asked: "But of
what possible use is it?" Faraday
:rcpliecl: "Mr. Prirne Minister,
what good is a baby':'"
That is the stage oe develor1ment
in our program today-in its in·fancy, And it indicates a much
broader potential impact, of course
than e\'en the discovery ,or electricity did. We are just probing
the surface of the grca test advancement in man's knowledge of
his surroundings that has ever
been made.
Knowledge begets knowledge.
The more I see, the more impressed I am-not with how much
we know-but with how tremendous t!Je areas are that are as yet
unexplored.
Exploration, knowledge, a n d
r.chievement are good only insofar
as we apply them to our future
actions. Progress never 9lops. We
at·e now on the vet·ge oC a new
era.
Today, I know that I seem to
be stnnding alone on this great
platform-just as I seemed to be
alone in the cockpit of Lhe ·Friendship 7 spacecraft. But I am not.

.

/

There were with me then.-and
with me now-thousands of Americans andmany hundreds or citiicans and many hundreds of citiworld who conlribtl'led to this
trnly great undertaking.
(The above is the concluding
section of an historic address, delivered to a Joint Session o( Congress, on Feb. 26, 1962.)

IFWECANOO

rr, .SO CAN Yo&J.I

Xavier fac-

o.e..,..111.n

(Author of "I Waa B Teen-age Dwarf","The Mt1n11
Lovea of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

Sophomore Ernie DuBrul, kneeling, is shown inspecting the 1962
Sprite which he won in a recent contest sponsored by the makers of
I.&J.U Cigarettes. His entry was chosen as one of the four winners in
the statewide Ohio contest, which is to be repealed at the end of the
spring semester. With him are George McQuade, eampus representative for the L&M Contest, and Ralph Slocum or the Liggett & Myers
Tubaeco Co., on the br right.
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THE VERNOI MANOR HOTEL
Five minrrlcs from the Xavier cam1ms

Offers the latest in facilities, entertainment
and cictivities . . .
ROOMS AND SUITES
at speciaf prices
for week-end visitors. Call Dean of Men's
Office on the XU Campus to obtain reservations for your friends and famil}3 at special
student rates.

SW!M CLUB . • • opens June 1 for 7 days a
week, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Beautiful 35,000 gallon
pool, beach house, snack bar. cocktail bar.

JUMBO COCKTAIL HOUR-daily 5 to 7 p.m.
·Try the new blue Musketeer Cocktail. 65¢.

VERNON MANOR HOTEL
400 OAK ST. OFF READING ROAD

AVon 1-3300

MARGARET C. LINK, President
"Cincinnati's 011ly major l1otel owned by Cinci1111atians"
-

The school year draws rapidly to n close, and it's been a fun
year, whn~ with learning the twist, attending public executions,
and \\'alking our cheetahs-but are we ready for final exams?
Some of us, I fear, are not. Therefore, in these few remaining
columns, I propose to forego levity and instead offer a series
of cram courses so that we may all be prepared at exam time.
We will start with Modern European History. Strictly defined, l\fodern European History covers the history of Europe
from January 1, 1962, to the present. However, in order to
provide employment for more teachers, the course has been
moved back to the Age of Pericles, or the Renaissance, :is it is
jocularly called.
The single most important fnct to remember about Modern
European History is the emergence of Prussia. As we all know,
Prussia was originally called Russia. The "P" was purchased
from Persia in 1874 for $24 and Manhattan Island. This later
became known ns Guy :Fawkes Day.
Persia, without a "P" was, of course, called Ersi!ol. This so
embarrassed the natives that they changed the name of the
country to Iran. This led to a rash of name changing. Mesopotamia became Iraq, Schleswig-Holstein became Saxe-Coburg,
Bosnia-Herzegovina became Cleveland. There was even talk in
stable old Englund about changing the name of the country,
but it was forgotten when the littl~ princes escaped from :the
Tower and set fire to Pitt, the Elder.
Meanwhile Johannes Gutenberg was quietly inventing the
printing press, for which we may all be grateful, believe you
me I Why grateful? I'll tell you why grateful. Because without
Gutenberg's invention, there would be no printing on cigarette
packs. You would not know when you bought cigarettes whether
you were getting good Marlboros or some horrid imitation. You
' could never be sure that you were buying a full-flavored smoke
with a pure white filter, a cigarette that lets you settle back
and get comfortable-in short, 11. Marlboro. It is 11. prospect to
chill the bones and tum the blood to sorghum-so if you are
ever in Frank-furt am Main, drop in and say thanks to Mr.
Gutenberg. He is clderly-4G8 years old Inst birthday-but
still quite active in his laboratory. In fact, only last Tuesday he
invented the German short-haired pointer.
But I digress. Back to Modem European History. ut us
turn now to that ever popular favorite, France.
}crance, as we all know; is divided into several departments.

DANCING - to the Jimmy Wilber Trio Wednesday, FridaY, and Saturday evenings until
2 a.m. No cover charge, no minimum, no increase 1n prices.

ROOF CARDEN ••. and sun deck opens May
1, atop 8th floor.

,.

CRAM COURSE NO. 1:
MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY

There is the Police Department, the Fire Department, the
Gas and Water Department, and the Bureau of Weights and
Measures. There is also Madame Pompadour, but that need
not concern us because it is a dirty story and is only taught t.o
graduate students,
Finally, let us take up Italy-the newest European nation.
Italy did not become a unified state until 1848 when Garibaldi,
Cavour, and Victor Emmanuel threw three coins in the Trevi
Fountain. This lovely gesture so enchanted all of Europe that
William of Orange married Mary Stuart and caused a potat.o
famine in Ireland. This, in tum, resulted in Pitt, the Younger.
All of this may seem a bit complicated, but be of good cheer.
Everything wns happily resolved nt the Congress of Vienna
where Metternich traded Panna to Talleyrand for Mad Ludwig
of Bavaria. Then everybody waltzed till dawn and then, tired
but content, they started the Thirty YCIU'll' War. c 1982 wua.._

• • •

Toda11110" can bu11 Marlboro• all 011er E"rope, but 11ou ml•ht
l1ave to pa11 a premium. In all 50 of these United States,
however, 11ou oet tl1at line Marlboro tlaoor, that excellent
Marlboro filter, in tll11-top bo.¥ or eolt llGC1' at re1ulation
popular 11ric••

